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Practical Hadoop Migration: How to Integrate Your RDBMS with the Hadoop Ecosystem and Re-Architect Relational Applications to NoSQLApress, 2016

	Re-architect relational applications to NoSQL, integrate relational database management systems with the Hadoop ecosystem, and transform and migrate relational data to and from Hadoop components. This book covers the best-practice design approaches to re-architecting your relational applications and transforming your relational data to...
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Preparing for DB2 Near-realtime Business IntelligenceIBM Press, 2004
In this IBM Redbook we discuss primary processes and various alternatives that prepare you in implementing a DB2 near-realtime business intelligence environment. We discuss architectural alternatives and include overviews of software products that you can use in an implementation. As a primary focus, we tested the capabilities for supporting...
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SQL Server Integration Services Design PatternsApress, 2014

	SQL Server Integration Services Design Patterns is newly-revised for SQL Server 2014, and is a book of recipes for SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS). Design patterns in the book help to solve common problems encountered when developing data integration solutions. The patterns and solution examples in the book increase your...
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QlikView ScriptingPackt Publishing, 2013

	For basic or intermediate developers, this book will give you a comprehensive understanding of QlikView, allowing tremendous speed and flexibility when it comes to scripting for data visualization. Great for reference too!


	Overview

	
		Understand everything about QlikView, from structuring a script to fixing...
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Applied Microsoft Analysis Services 2005: And Microsoft Business Intelligence PlatformPrologika Press, 2005
Knowledge is power! As its name suggests, the promise of Microsoft SQL Server Analysis Services 2005 is to promote better data analytics by giving information workers the right tool to analyze consistent, timely, and reliable data. Empowered with Analysis Services and Microsoft Business Intelligence Platform, you are well positioned to solve the...
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Professional SQL Server 2005 Integration Services (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2006
This book will help you get past the initial learning curve quickly so that you can get started using SSIS to transform data, create a workflow, or maintain your SQL Server. Offering you hands-on guidance, you'll learn a new world of integration possibilities and be able to move away from scripting complex logic to programming tasks using a...
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Microsoft SQL Server 2012 Integration Services: An Expert CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012


	Microsoft SQL Server 2012 Integration Services: An Expert Cookbook is a complete guide for everyone, from a novice to a professional in Integration

	Services 2012. SQL Server Integration Services is an ETL tool, which stands for Extract Transform and Load. There is a need for a data transfer system in

	all operational systems these days,...
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Python Web Scraping Cookbook: Over 90 proven recipes to get you scraping with Python, micro services, Docker and AWSPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Untangle your web scraping complexities and access web data with ease using Python scripts

	
		Key Features

		
			Hands-on recipes to advance your web scraping skills to expert level
	
			Address complex and challenging web scraping tasks using Python
	
			Understand the web...
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SQL Server 2012 Integration Services Design PatternsApress, 2012


	For me, one of the great pleasures of working at Microsoft was shepherding new products from concept to release. However, it was even more fulfilling to witness the birth and growth of new communities of users, for what is a product without a user? Just bits and bytes on a disk. In my role as Group Product Manager of the SQL Server Integration...
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Oracle Warehouse Builder 11g R2: Getting Started 2011Packt Publishing, 2011

	Competing in today's world requires a greater emphasis on strategy, long-range planning, and decision making, and this is why businesses are building data warehouses. Data warehouses are becoming more and more common as businesses have realized the need to mine the information that is stored in electronic form. Data warehouses provide...
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Business Intelligence Cookbook: A Project Lifecycle Approach Using Oracle TechnologyPackt Publishing, 2012


	Business intelligence and data warehousing projects can be challenging and complex.

	Dealing with new technologies, processes, and different stakeholders presents an array of potential problems. To aid the project manager, there are recipes about project definition, scope, control, and risk management. Requirements, design, data analysis,...
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IBM SPSS Modeler CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Over 60 practical recipes to achieve better results using the experts' methods for data mining


	Overview

	
		Go beyond mere insight and build models than you can deploy in the day to day running of your business


	
		Save time and effort while getting more value from your...
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